A letter of thanks from Mr and Mrs Adams
Hi Lynette!!

Oh my gosh, what an AMAZING day it turned out to be.

We arrived at Bartle, and the hair and makeup ladies started their magic on the girls,
then myself. Quite surprisingly my nerves were in check all day, UNTIL someone would
ask how I was feeling. So I started thinking I HAD to be nervous lol.
Hung out with the awesome videographers and photographer, they were so funny and
friendly, it made the experience so much easier. Ended up feeling like The Kardashians.

As I was about to walk down the aisle, that's when the nerves and tears set in. But
Bernadette pulled me aside and helped me calm down. Once I locked eyes with Marty,
no one else mattered. The nerves melted away. It was just him and I overlooking
Tamborine.

Julie our celebrant was just amazing and our whole ceremony was beautiful.
It's funny, the build up to our day, I Kept thinking "I just can't wait until we've said our
vows and we can relax, and it's all over". But once I was in the moment, I didn't want it
to end!

After photos, we had a chilled out reception of finger foods, a small thank you speech
and cut our delicious cake. The guests had pretty much left by 7pm. Which was perfect.
So Marty and I soaked in the spa bath for around 2 hours, just replaying the whole day,
laughing, crying and thankful at how it all turned out.

So truly, from the bottom of mine and Marty’s hearts, we want to thank you, Lynette, for
allowing us to be married and making our wish come true.

This is such a beautiful thing you have going, giving loving couples something they may
never have thought was possible. Giving them some control, where they have been left
powerless in almost every other situation in their life ❤❤

Regards,

Anita Adams

